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Simon Kinny-Lewis—King Biscuit— Skl

Now this is high energy blues from this Australian singer and
guitarist on his eighth album. Declamatory vocals and some big-
sounding guitars set the scene on the blues-rocking opener,
‘Swamp Rat’, the first of a trio of original compositions by Simon,
before the first of the standards, an energetic version of Mose
Allison’s ‘Parchman Farm’ with rocking violin by Christian
Howes, more than a little akin to Don “Sugarcane” Harris’
approach; some excellent guitar playing too. It’s nicely different.

But then so too is much of the album – which may sound a little
strange when he is covering standards from John Lee Hooker

(‘Crawling King Snake’), Howling Wolf (‘Smokestack Lightning’, ‘Little Red Rooster’), Lightnin’
Hopkins (‘Black Cat Bone’), Bo Diddley (‘You Can’t Judge A Book’) and St Louis Jimmy  (‘Going
Down Slow’). Simon tends to treat them in an individual manner, keeping enough of more familiar
versions to make them more or less instantly recognisable, but adding plenty of his own ideas and
identity.

It helps too that his visits to the States have ensured he has some rather fine guests – Robben Ford
produces and plays on three tracks, Kirk Fletcher adds his guitar work to ‘Red Rooster’, harmonica
player Andy Just contributes significantly to three, and Joe Bonamassa associate Josh Smith takes
the lead guitar on one number. The band is spot-on throughout and although it veers close to blues-
rock (especially the Hendrix-y ‘Smokestack Lightnin’’) all the songs are blues, of course.

Norman Darwen

(www.sklblues.com)

The Sully Band – Let’s Straighten It Out—Blue Elan

Local radio and television host Bob “Sully” Sullivan is an excellent
singer of blues, soul, and R’n’B here backed by a top class band in
the classic fashion. This is a ten-piece group out of San Diego,
California, - horns, backing singers, cracking rhythm playing,
these guys do know their stuff.

The opening Dr. John penned track has everyone setting out their
stall – it’s a funky duet between Sully and a sassy-sounding
Rebecca Jade that takes no prisoners. Ray Charles’ ‘Hallelujah I
Love Her So’ gets a cool, controlled, jazzy treatment, before

Shuggie Otis’ ‘Ice Cold Daydream’ brings back the funk, sporting some excellent guitar and a dirty
sax break. Sully next turns his attention to The Temptations with a cover of 1968’s ‘I Wish It Would
Rain’, containing a Stevie Wonder-ish harmonica break.

Billy Preston’s 1974 ‘Nothing From Nothing’ is very typical of its time, whilst Nolan Porter’s
original of ‘If I Could Only Be Sure’ dates from two years earlier. This is a bluesy piece of guitar-
driven soul, with a fine, very concise guitar break once again. Brenton Woods’ ‘Gimme Little Sign’
receives a space-y 70s soul styled accompaniment, whilst Albert Collins was responsible for ‘If You



Love Me Like You Say’, here with a strongly New Orleans styled accompaniment, and young
guitarist Anthony Cullins channeling the Iceman.

Florida soul-bluesman Latimore’s moody ‘Let’s Straighten It Out’ is taken fairly er, straight, and is a
fine, if unexpected performance. Equally unexpected is Jackie Wilson’s celebratory ‘Higher And
Higher’ – I was expecting a real tear ‘em up performance, but instead Sully and co slow the song
down somewhat, concentrating on the lyrics for a really memorable cover to close out this hugely-
entertaining set.

Norman Darwen

(www.blueelan.com)

The Terraplanes Blues Band—Stepping Stone—Self Release

I first encountered The Terraplanes Blues Band at the Radford
Mill Blues Festival last year and I was very impressed with their
live set so I was really keen to hear their new album; ‘Stepping
Stones’.

The album opens with ‘Highway 61’ a good solid stomping beat
enhanced with some great harmonica work. ‘My Malaise’ is an-
other stomper with a ‘Bo Diddley’ feel and coupled with some la-
conic wit in the lyrics has a hint of the Fabulous Thunderbirds
about it. I really liked this one. The stomping keeps on coming

with ‘Get Along’ which is bordering on Doctor Feelgood. They slow things down with ‘Pick Myself
Up’ which features some nice brush work from Tom Turner.

Tom Turner and Andy Wood combine well on drums and bass respectively to open on ‘Ain’t Had No
Loving’ and carry a nice driving rhythm that is reminiscent of an early 60’s Rolling Stones no less.
‘North Street Blues’ pays homage to their home city of Bristol with some nice slide guitar and tasty
harp once again. ‘The Ballad Of Ragtime Texas’ is a nice light ragtime tale featuring some lovely pi-
ano from Richard Parsons. The title track ‘Stepping Stones’ hits the strides again before the album
closes with ‘The Lonesome Crow’ a more country tinged song with some poignant lyrics.

I think it was Aristotle who used the phrase, ‘The whole is greater than the sum of the parts’ and
that phrase really applies to this band. Nick Scarse has a good strong voice that really works well
with their songs. He has an economical guitar style that delivers, you won’t find any long meander-
ing guitar solos here! Eduardo Allen has a great tone and expression to his harmonica playing. He
has that knack of playing the right things in the right places at the right time, the sign of a great
musician. As mentioned previously Tom and Andy combine so well on drums and bass that has a
simplicity that locks everything together.

 These boys combined make for a great band who are going from strength to strength. They have a
freshness about them that is now present with this great album as well as in their shows, go check
them out!

Ged Wilson




